Context: Low energy electron beam has been being used widely for superficial cancer treatments. In the current study a design for production of very low energy electron beam, by different thickness of Perspex spoilers, is presented that may be used for skin cancer.
INTRODUCTION
Radiotherapy plays an important role in the management of appropriately selected skin carcinomas. [1] Tumors of the eyelid, nose, and ear can be treated successfully with the preservation of adjacent normal tissues with electron beam. Furthermore, tumors located in the embryologic fusion plates of the face can be irradiated with wide margins, either as primary or postoperative therapy. [2] Treatment planning for superficial tumors using electron beam is made based on optimum energy selection, proper isodose coverage of planning target volume (85%-90%), and limitation of normal organ received dose. For the lowest energy of electron beam in linear accelerators (LINACs), i.e., 4 MeV, the D max is higher than 4 mm, and therefore, it is not suitable for all types of superficial cancers. [3] However, by degrading the electron energy, and corresponding D max , the beam spoiler can overcome this limitation.
The depth and surface dose of electron beams can be modified by placing a beam spoiler in the beam path. In general, the surface dose is a function of electron energy, source-to-surface distance (SSD), field size, thickness of beam spoiler, distance of beam spoiler from surface, atomic number of beam spoiler, and angle of the beam. The effects of these parameters on the surface dose, bremsstrahlung dose, and field size changes for small fields are evaluated by Das et al. at standard SSD and the electron energies from 6 to 17 MeV. [4] They found that the use of a beam spoiler can generally increase the surface dose to values exceeding 90% while maintaining a bremsstrahlung dose <3%. In addition, changes in the field size due to the placement of the beam spoiler were considerable in some cases. [4] In another study, they used Al, Ti, This is an open access journal, and articles are distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 License, which allows others to remix, tweak, and build upon the work non-commercially, as long as appropriate credit is given and the new creations are licensed under the identical terms. Cu, and Pb foils to increase the surface dose by the electron contaminations. [5] Similarly, some studies showed that the usage of an electron spoiler, a 4-mm aluminum foil, located at the end of the electron applicator can provide better dose distribution for superficial tumors treated by a 6 MeV electron beam. [6] The results showed that the spoiler had reduced the practical range (R p ) and increased surface and build-up doses, but it also significantly widened the penumbra. Therefore, the feasibility of using a low-energy electron beam with a metallic foil spoiler for treating skin cancers was demonstrated. The method is hygienic and avoids some of the disadvantages associated with the bolus technique, but it is valid only for flat surfaces and perpendicular incidence.
In another study, a technique was developed by inserting an acrylic plate in the tray of rotational total skin electron therapy, to deliver a lower energy electron and change in percentage depth dose (PDD) for a 6 MeV electron beam on a Varian 21EX. They found that the E 0 decreases as the plate thickness increases. [7] Despite the investigations on the parameters which are mentioned in the above studies, there is no study performed for presenting an optimum thickness of acrylic (Perspex) spoiler to treat skin cancer. Such spoiler should reduce the electron beam's D max to the range of 1-2 mm. Therefore, we prepared three different thicknesses of acrylic spoilers by MCNPX code to obtain the suitable D max for treating the skin cancer. This decrease in the D max associated with keeping the normal tissues beyond of the skin safer. In addition, in comparison with the literature, the background X-ray was lesser.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The head of Varian LINAC CD 2300 and a water phantom with dimension of 50 cm × 50 × cm 50 cm was simulated using MCNPX Monte Carlo (MC) code. Figure 1 shows the simulation of the LINAC head by MCNP. The 4 MeV electron beam and its applicator for a field size of 10 cm × 10 cm (SSD = 100 cm) were also simulated. [8, 9] To degrade the electron energy, three hydrocarbon layers with a low atomic number, called Perspex, were used (C 5 O 2 H 8 , density = 1.18 g/cm 2 ). Because of the low atomic number elements of Perspex, the produced bremsstrahlung rays are less than the materials with high atomic number which used in some literature. [3, 6] These layers were 3-, 7-, and 10-mm Perspex spoilers where placed on the electron applicator at a distance of 42 cm from phantom surface.
First, the beam data for 4 MeV electron beam were measured using ionization chamber, Markus (Model 23343, PTW, Freiburg) and MP3 water phantom (PTW, Freiburg).
Monte Carlo simulation
Simulation of electron beam exiting from the bending magnet was made. Consequently, a conical opening of primary collimators with a thickness of 6 cm made of tungsten was considered. Primary scattering foil with a radius of 1.125 cm and secondary scattering foil with 2.25 cm in radius made from tantalum and aluminum, respectively, were simulated. Secondary collimators consisting of X and Y jaws with a thickness of 7.78 cm made of tungsten were modeled. [10] A desktop computer with the Athlon 3800 CPU was used for all simulations. To calculate the absorbed dose from electron beam, the water phantom was divided by 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm cells as dosimeters. The absorbed dose was calculated using *F8 Tally in each cell. [11] This tally scores absorbed dose in every cell in terms of MeV, which must be divided to the water mass to give us the absorbed dose. The statistical uncertainty of <3% was considered for all dose calculations. The number of simulated primary electrons was 4 × 10 8 and the time of run was about 6700 min. Beam profile curves at the depths of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, and 15 mm and at the distance of −10 to +10 cm from central axis were drawn. Further, the PDD at the central axis from depth of 0-100 mm was obtained. Parameters for primary electron beam including average energy of 4 MeV, energy distribution (Gaussian), and radial distribution of 2 mm were used.
The distance between the point of 20% dose and 80% dose on the profile curve was considered as penumbra which was addressed in both measurement and calculations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For validating the design, beam profiles at a depth of 1, 5, and 10 mm and the PDD were compared with the measurement [ Figures 2 and 3 ]. There was a good agreement (<3% for beam profiles at different depths and depth doses) between measurement and MC results.
For MC model of conventional 4 MeV electron beam, surface dose (D 0 ) was 74.5% and the ranges of R 50 and R 90 were 11.5 and 8.1 mm, respectively. Consequently, the differences between MC and measurements for R 50 and R 90 were 0.24% and 1.19%, respectively. In addition, the respective differences between the positions of D max , D 0 obtained from measurement and MC were 0.91% and 0.5%. E 0 is the most probable energy measured in MeV and its formula is: [6] E = C + C R + C R
Where R p is practical range measured in cm and C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are the constants for water defined as follows: Moreover, the mean energy of electron beam on the phantom surface can be calculated using R 50 by the following equation:
For the 3-mm Perspex spoiler, superficial dose slightly increased and reached to 77%. In addition, as illustrated in Figure 4 , the penumbra was increased as well. The D max , R 90 , R 50 , and R p were reduced to 4, 6, 9, and 12 mm, respectively [ Figure 5 ]. Furthermore, E 0 and mean energy (E mean ) were 2.96 and 2.16 MeV, respectively.
For all studied Perspex thicknesses, the field size and penumbra (20%-80%) derived from MC calculations for beam profiles at the depths of 1-5, 10, and 15 mm are tabulated in Table 1 .
As it can be seen, the field size is decreased by increasing the calculation depth, but the penumbra remains constant.
For thickness of 7 and 10 mm, the profiles are presented in Figures 6 and 7 , respectively.
In PDD measurement, the surface dose increased to 83% and D max decreased to 3 mm. In addition, D max , R 90 , R 50 , and R P have reached to 3, 4, 6, and 8 mm, respectively. Moreover, mean energy (E 0 ) and most probable energy were 1.92 and 1.80 MeV, respectively. The results obtained from profile are shown in Table 2 . As it can be observed from Tables 1-3 , the field size and penumbra were increased by depth. For the 10-mm Perspex spoiler, the surface dose increased to 93% and D max decreased to 1 mm. Furthermore, D max , R 90 , R 50 , and R P were 1, 2, 3, and 5 mm, respectively. Moreover, E 0 was 1.21 MeV and E mean reached to 1.2 MeV. The results showed that the field size decreased by depth. However, penumbra increased significantly by depth which can be explained by the fact that the electron energy is decreased by depth and at the same time the scattering of electrons is increased.
Comparing the MC calculated beam profiles, it can be concluded that field size and penumbra are increased by increasing the Perspex thickness. With increasing the Perspex thickness, the energy of electrons is lowered, and consequently, the probability of scattering in lateral direction is increased. Therefore, the D max is brought to a shallower depth compared with the open beam.
The presented results in the current study are consistent with the results of literature, showing that increasing the thickness of the spoilers increases the surface dose and enlarge the field size. [4, 5, 7] However, other studies did not investigate a suitable spoiler for treatment of very shallow malignancies such as skin cancer, which the surface dose and D max should be adjusted on maximum 2 mm. In contrast to the literatures' methodologies and results, due to the low depth (3 mm) of R 50, the presented 10-mm Perspex spoiler makes the ability to treat skin cancer without delivering high doses to beyond tissues. Furthermore, in accordance with the investigation of Pavón et al., E 0 decreased with increasing spoiler thickness. [12] Electron beams produced by medical LINAC are contaminated by bremsstrahlung X-rays due their interaction with various components of accelerator head. The metallic foil in some studies leads to high contamination of bremsstrahlung X-ray; however, since Perspex chemical composition is defined as C 5 O 2 H 8 , a dominant bremsstrahlung production of 0.075 MeV was obtained. [5] It means that per every electron with the energy of 4 MeV energy collided by Perspex layers, a photon with energy of 0.075 MeV is created.
CONCLUSIONS
It can be concluded from simulations that D max becomes closer to phantom surface and beam penumbra was extended by adding Perplex layers on 4 MeV electron beam. Moreover, due to shallow D max and high-dose gradient of the 10-mm Perspex spoiler electron beam, it can be used to deliver maximum dose to skin and minimized practical range spares the normal tissues. However, adding the Perspex to electron beam falls the output of the LINAC.
